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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a method for segmenting characters in multispectral images of ancient documents. Due to
the low quality of the document images the main idea of our
study is to combine the multispectral behavior and contextual
spatial information. Therefore we utilize a Markov Random
Field model using the spectral information of the images and
stroke properties to include spatial dependencies of the characters. The whole process is parameter free since we calculate the stroke properties and the Gaussian parameters for
the imaging model automatically. The study shows the effectiveness of using multispectral data for a computer aided
analysis of ancient text documents. We compare the results
of the proposed segmentation method to traditional methods
based on color images as well as gray level images.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multispectral imaging offers a technique for the analysis and
preservation of ancient documents. The main advantage in
analyzing different spectral ranges extending also the visible
light is the additional information which cannot be seen by
the human eye [14]. Thus it offers the possibility of handling
palimpsests1 or damaging caused by age [6, 14]. Recent
studies in multispectral imaging for historical manuscripts
focused particularly on the revisualization of the underwritten (erased) text in palimpsests where methods like the Independent Component Analysis [15] or the Principal Component Analysis [6, 14] are applied. Others are interested in
a general enhancement of the readability independent of underwritten or overwritten text [9]. In order to prepare digital
documents for further computer aided analysis and to enable
the use of simplified analysis techniques, e.g. feature extraction or Optical Character Recognition (OCR), usually binary
images are produced.
This paper is concerned with the segmentation of
characters in MultiSpectral Images (MSI) from ancient
manuscripts. The challenges we have to deal with are caused
by the documents age and include non-uniform appearance
of the writing and the background, blur of the background,
fading out of the ink and poor contrast, mold, water stains or
humidity.
While traditional character segmentation methods for
color or MSI consider the color or spectral component [10]
the main idea of our approach is to improve the segmentation accuracy by including contextual information in terms
of pixel relations. Therefore we utilize the multispectral behavior of the MSI and combine spatial and spectral features.
1 A palimpsest is a parchment which was rewritten after the first text has
been erased.
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Recent studies exploit the combination of spectral and spatial
components but treat spectral and spatial components successively. Mancas-Thillou et al. use color clustering and subsequently a Gabor-based filter to combine color with spatial
information but the method is not able to handle poor contrast images [19]. Wang et al. combines edge information,
watershed transformation and clustering for character segmentation in color images [20].
In contrast to previous studies we arrange the combination of spatial and spectral components in a straightforward
way. Therefore, we utilize a Markov Random Field (MRF)
model which provides a probability theory for analyzing spatial or contextual dependencies [11]. Applications in computer vision like color image segmentation [8], stereo matching or image denoising [7] can be elegantly expressed as
MRFs [18] which have been also adopted for document image analysis of panchromatic images. For instance, Wolf and
Doerman use MRF models for the binarization of low quality
text [21]. Their model for the spatial relationship is defined
on a neighborhood of 4 × 4 pixel cliques. Cao and Govindarayu use MRFs for the binarization of degraded handwritten forms [3] where the spatial relations are obtained from a
training set of high quality binarized images and consist of
114 representatives of shared patches.
Since there is no high quality text available for generating patches we propose to incorporate stroke characteristics
to cover the spatial or contextual dependencies of characters. We tested the proposed method on MSI of an ancient
Slavonic missal written on parchment. The results are compared to conventional color segmentation methods and to binarization methods applied on selected single band images.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the multispectral images and the camera system used for the
acquisition process. Section 3 explains the preprocessing of
the images and Section 4 introduces the MRF based segmentation methodology. Experiments and results are presented in
Section 5 and Section 6 finishes the paper with a conclusion
and an outlook.
2. MSI IMAGES OF ANCIENT DOCUMENTS
Multispectral imaging applied in the spectral range from Ultra Violet (UV), VISible light range (VIS) up to the Near
InfraRed (NIR) range combines conventional imaging and
spectrometry to acquire both spatial and spectral information
from an object. The acquisition setup used for the missal
consists of a digital color camera and a scientific NIR camera. Color images and UV fluorescence images are captured with a Nikon RGB camera providing a resolution of
4288 × 2848 pixels. These images are particularly dedicated
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for visualization purposes. For the MSI we use a Hamamatsu
C9300-124 camera with a spectral sensitivity from UV to
NIR (330nm - 1000nm) and a resolution of 4000 × 2672 pixels. A filter wheel mounted in front of the camera selects
different spectral images. Figure 3 shows the alignment of
the two cameras. The setup leads to a spatial resolution of
565 dpi for the MSI and a resolution of approximately 500
dpi for the conventional color camera. Since every folio is
captured with both cameras, a shift of the page between the
cameras is necessary. Due to the use of optical filters [2] an
image registration process is applied which is described in
[4].

(a) Single band image BP450.

(b) Single band image SP400.

For the MSI we use four band-pass filters with a peak of
450nm (blue), 550nm (green), 650nm (red), 780nm (NIR),
two long-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of 400nm (UV
fluorescence) and 800nm (IR reflectography), and a shortpass filter with a cut-off frequency of 400nm to capture UV
reflectography images. Using different illumination we obtain nine different spectral images. The filters are summarized in Table 1 and their spectral transmittance is visualized
in Figure 1 on the left hand side.

(c) Single band image BP780.

(d) Single band image LP400 (VIS-NIR).

Electromagnetic Spectrum

(e) RGB color Image (Nikon).
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Figure 2: Selected MSI from folio 29 recto.
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Figure 1: The electromagnetic spectrum and filter response
on our acquisition setup.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Filter type
SP 400
LP 400
LP 400
BP 450
BP 550
BP 650
BP 780
LP 800
none

Illumination
UV
UV
VIS-NIR
VIS-NIR
VIS-NIR
VIS-NIR
VIS-NIR
IR
VIS-NIR

Table 1: Description of the MSI containing filter type and the
methodology of image acquisition. LP is a long pass filter,
SP a short pass filter and BP is a band pass filter.
Selected MSI can be seen in Figure 2. It shows that the IR
images have low contrast. Better contrast is obtained in the
UV and blue range of the spectrum. Concerning the writing
material only iron gall inks of various chemical compositions
could be determined on the parchment folios [12].

Figure 3: Acquisition setup.

3. PREPROCESSING
Distortions of the document images vary the probability densities for the foreground and the background. Therefore,
we use background light normalization to avoid these distortions. The method was proposed by Shi and Govindaraju
[17] and presents a good normalization approach especially
for historical document images. The algorithm uses an adaptive linear function which approximates the uneven background of the images. This uneven background is caused by
an uneven illumination during the capturing of the images,
or by the aging process of the manuscript pages. After the
calculation of the linear function, the images are normalized
with respect to the approximation.
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It is clear that Eq. 2 is equivalent to the following energy
minimization problem:
ω̂ = arg minU(ω, F )

(9)

Energy optimization in finding MAP-MRF solutions can
be done by either local methods, like Iterated Conditional
Modes (ICM) [1], or global methods like simulated annealing [11]. We use ICM to solve this global energy which are a
good tradeoff between quality and computing time [8]. ICM
uses a deterministic strategy to find local minimums. It starts
with an estimate and then selects a label for each pixel which
gives the largest decrease of the energy function. The process
is repeated until it converges.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed segmentation method has been tested on a varied set of MSI of ancient documents. The test set consists of
MSI of 3 folios (17 recto, 29 recto and 30 verso) for which
we generated the ground truth (GT) data by manually segmenting the characters. This step was supported by philologists which are experts in analyzing the documents given.
Figure 5 shows details from folio 29 recto including a single
band of the MSI with highest contrast (BP450) (a) and the
corresponding GT data in (b).
We compared our method to character segmentation approaches developed especially for ancient, low contrast or
noisy document images. The serialization of the kmeans algorithm by Leydier et al. [10] is the first method and the
Sauvola binarization method [16] which is performed on the
BP450 single band image constitutes the second method. We
use the precision and recall rate to measure the accuracy metric and to rank the performance of the different methods:
# of text pixels correctly classified
# of text pixels detected
# of text pixels correctly classified
recall =
# of text pixels in GT

precision =

β = 0.1
precision
recall
β = 0.3
precision
recall

n=1
0.81
0.62
n=1
0.80
0.67

n=2
0.81
0.65
n=2
0.79
0.73

n=3
0.82
0.65
n=3
0.83
0.66

n=4
0.82
0.78
n=4
0.79
0.80

character gaps or holes. The influence of β is likewise. The
smaller β the more noise we have and values chosen too big
cause missing characters (β ≥ 5).
Compared to kmeans clustering and the Sauvola binarization technique the proposed method showed the best results. Figure 5 shows details from folio 29 recto after the segmentation with the Sauvola binarization method (c), kmeans
clustering (d), and the MRF approach (e) with parameters
β = 0.1 and a neighborhood of 4th order. It can be seen that
especially the thresholding image contains a lot of noise in
the background and even within the characters. The kmeans
method performs better but the rightmost character was not
segmented and others are broken. The result of the MRF
approach segments even the rightmost character which has
very low contrast and is even hard to detect by experts. The
precision and recall rate for the evaluation with the GT data
can be seen in Table 3. For folio 17 recto and 30 verso the
kmeans shows suboptimal results due to low contrast. The
locally performing thresholding method shows better results
but has low precision. The MRF method has the best performance with a mean precision rate of 0.88 and a mean recall
rate of 0.70.

(a) Single band image BP450.

(b) GT data.

(10)
(c) Output of the Sauvola algorithm.

(11)

image labeled by cluster index

n=5
0.80
0.70
n=5
0.75
0.66

Table 2: Evaluation of neighborhood of nth order and β .
The first experiment aimed to analyze the behavior of the
neighborhood system N and the weighting parameter β . We
compared different orders n of MRF along them a first order
MRF which is used for instance in [8, 3]. Table 2 shows
the precision and recall rate for β = 0.1 and β = 0.3 and a
neighborhood system n = 1 . . . 5. It can be seen that the recall
values are very low for n = 1 . . . 3 which reason is the background noise. The best solution is obtained with n = 4 and
β = 0.1 which is in concordance to the proposed stroke characteristics. Generally it can be said that the smaller the considered neighborhood system, the more noise emerges in the
background. On the other side, a neighborhood set considering to much pixels leads to missing characters or to closed

(d) Output of the kmeans algorithm.
016xaD401.mat: MRF

(e) Output of the proposed MRF algorithm.
Figure 5: Detail from folio 29 recto: BP450, GT data, and
comparison of results.
Folio
17 recto
29 recto
30 verso
Average

precision
recall
precision
recall
precision
recall
precision
recall

kmeans
0.58
0.34
0.67
0.72
0.54
0.75
0.59
0.60

MRF
0.93
0.64
0.82
0.78
0.90
0.68
0.88
0.70

Table 3: Precision and Recall.
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Sauvola
0.67
0.72
0.63
0.61
0.73
0.72
0.68
0.68

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
This paper demonstrated the effectiveness of combining
spatial and spectral features for character segmentation in
MSI of ancient manuscripts. The method is based on a
MRF model and we use stroke characteristics to incorporate contextual spatial information. Compared to methods
like thresholding or clustering of spectral features the proposed algorithm was even able to detect low contrast characters where other methods failed. Furthermore, due to the
consideration of spatial context we obtain lower noise within
the background and within the text regions.
Indeed dark stained areas within the folios affect the segmentation. Such stains are detected as foreground, even
when there is enough contrast to read the characters. A solution is to remove these areas before learning the observation
model. Further future work includes the usage of recently
proposed energy minimization algorithms like graph cuts to
improve the performance of the energy minimization [18].
Then a detailed evaluation of the results will be also based
on OCR and a quality validation by experts. Furthermore we
will test extensive the multispectral nature of the measurements and compare several permutations.
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